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German is well-known for making extensive use of compounds. In theory „the combination of 
two or more lexemes […] in the formation of a new, complex word“ is a productive process 
of German word formation (Olsen 2015: 364 f.). However, in practice, certain compounds are 
more frequently realized while others are nonexistent or only occasional. Based on empirical 
findings stemming from web corpora, the present study operates at the crossroads of 
qualitative and quantitative research. Our goal is to better apprehend a rarely seen 
phenomenon – more precisely phrasal compounds without hyphens between their component 
parts (e.g. Mussichnichtmehrhabengedanken,’I-must-not-have-it-anymore-thoughts’) – by 
sifting through large amount of linguistic data, isolating relevant language samples and finally 
redefining our concept based on empirical evidence. To this end, we build a typology of real-
world examples, first regarding their adequacy to the pre-defined morphosyntactic criteria and 
second concerning their functional characteristics. Finally, our study sheds not only light on 
the process of phrasal compounding, but also on the process of composition in general. 
 
We discuss the characterization of phrasal compounds in German (PCs) (e.g. »Man-muss-
doch-über-alles-reden-können«-Credo, ‘one-should-be-able-to-talk-about-everything motto’), 
which can be defined as „complex words with phrases in modifier position“ (Meibauer 2003, 
153). The study of this specific type of prototypical determinative compounds like Baumhaus 
(‘tree house’) is worthwhile in theoretical terms alone (cf. Hein 2017). While PCs whose 
immediate constituents are separated by hyphens (e.g. Second-Hand-Liebe) have already been 
investigated in large corpus-based studies (cf. Hein 2015; Trips 2016), until now no 
systematic study has ever put into focus orthographic realizations like 
Mussichnichtmehrhabengedanken. We focus our study on this variant, PCs without hyphens 
between their component parts. Our main contributions are the investigation of this PC-type 
in itself and our use of web corpora (in particular more spontaneous or creative speech), as we 
think both are a desideratum for a deeper understanding of phrasal compounding. 
 
In a first quantitatively oriented step, we identify PCs in large corpora. Our method is based 
on word segmentation and morphological analysis, it takes advantage of a data-driven 
learning process (cf. Barbaresi/Hein 2017). The automatic detection implies to have an 
operational notion of phrasal compounds as well as corpora which are large and diverse 
enough to contain rarely seen phenomena. Billion-token web corpora built for linguistic 
research comprehend a significant amount and variety of texts (cf. Barbaresi 2016), which 
provides a fruitful supplement to the newspaper-based investigations conducted so far (cf. 
Hein 2015; Trips 2016). We use metadata such as source and date in order to be able to 
contextualize our study. 
 

In a second step following the manual screening of results, we characterize our findings in a 
linguistic perspective: What is the proportion of PCs written together in comparison to PCs 



with hyphens? Is there a (systematic) difference between both PC-types? Our findings 
indicate that the orthographic variants are not explainable in a systematic way (e.g. via formal 
properties). Looking at the PCs which we have automatically extracted from web corpora, one 
could conclude that the lack of punctuation seems to increase the degree of expressivity of the 
complex words (e.g. AfterworkichraffmichgradsonochaufFeierabendSportler). In comparison  
to the samples from newspapers, the web corpus inventory displays a comparatively high 
proportion of formal idiosyncrasies with respect to criteria linked to the PC-status  
(cf. Hein 2015). For example, the syntactic status of the non-head in 
Schlechtwetterabernichtzuwarmschuhe is hard to define. Moreover, numerous retrieved 
tokens are borderline cases between phrasal compounding and other types of phrasal word 
formation like phrasal derivation (cf. Lawrenz 2006), e.g. Oberflächlichallesmögliche-
abernichtsrichtiglerner, which challenges the theoretical definition of PCs and the systematic 
criteria used to detect them. But the comparison between PCs from newspapers and PCs from 
web corpora indicates that there are characteristics common to both types: certain lexemes 
seem to be more suitable as head words than others, most notably denominations of a person 
(e.g. ‘woman‘) being modified by a non-head expressing a stereotypical property (e.g. 
Fürallesoffendochdermännlichkeitverfallenfreifrau) (cf. Steyer/Hein 2018). 
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